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Please Note: - All the face designs are prepared on a high resolution photo of a model in Poser format. - The skins are retina
quality and not vector based. - The designs are resolution independent and can also be used for print. - To make sure all the
artworks are quality painted they are all painted separately and then combined in Photoshop. - To prevent the artworks from
being adversely affected in Photoshop some style settings have been set on the artworks but you can customize these settings in
Photoshop as you will see in the ‘customizing’ section of the document. - You can also use Photoshop’s custom shapes tools to
load and access them via the Cookie cutter for use in Photoshop. - For design submissions: Please ensure to use the provided.psd
files by saving in a higher resolution to give us a clear idea of your design as well as to ensure it will fit to the template. - For
TLC submissions: You can always send us a hi res.psd artwork and we will give you an estimated time frame for review. -
Please ensure the submitted artwork is in vector format and follow the template correctly as this will help us to ensure a
professional finish. - For resized submissions: We do not recommend resizing the designs but if you do please keep in mind that
we will need to do additional manual work after this. - For TLC submissions: If you wish to resized any designs please feel free
to send us a hi res.psd artwork if it is possible. - For custom shapes submissions: Please ensure to send a hi-res.psd of the final
design. If your design is for any type of selection please make sure to keep the original files for future reference. - For
customizations: It will be necessary to do additional manual adjustments in Photoshop to ensure the design looks professional
and adheres to our template. - Thank you for understanding. If you are looking for Bridal design, we have the largest selection
of wedding dresses and bridesmaid gowns from the finest designers in the industry. Including Vera Wang, Monique Lhuillier,
Louis Vuitton and Dior, just to name a few. You can buy wedding dresses in the US or anywhere in the world with ease.
Graphic designers are not just limited to the job of designing logos and advertisements, they can create an amazing array of
images for a variety of purposes such as web graphics, book covers, movie
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Please Note: The ascii Features True Type: .eps,.psd,.xml True Size: 72 DPI True Color: RGB Color Mode & CMYK Color
Mode Non-Destructive Editing: Yes Retina Ready: Yes UVI Shop Required: No Works in: Adobe Photoshop CSH and
Elements Protection: Yes Language: English License: No Note: You may not redistribute any of the face shapes for commercial
use.The face shapes are only available for personal use and not for resale or any commercial use. Related Products White
Engraving is a set of 50 vector and high-res PSD files of ready-to-cut font designs for Photoshop / Elements. They are designed
by Setters and are perfect for adding a unique font to a logo, website, business card, label or any other design project. All the
icons (fonts, backgrounds) are 1000x2000 pixels, making them suitable to be used even as a bumper sticker. Illustrate Your
Own Vibration is a set of 50 vector and high-res PSD files of ready-to-cut font designs for Photoshop / Elements. They are
designed by Setters and are perfect for adding a unique font to a logo, website, business card, label or any other design project.
All the icons (fonts, backgrounds) are 1000x2000 pixels, making them suitable to be used even as a bumper sticker. White
Leather Phone Book is a set of 50 vector and high-res PSD files of ready-to-cut font designs for Photoshop / Elements. They are
designed by Setters and are perfect for adding a unique font to a logo, website, business card, label or any other design project.
All the icons (fonts, backgrounds) are 1000x2000 pixels, making them suitable to be used even as a bumper sticker. Open Game
is a set of 50 vector and high-res PSD files of ready-to-cut font designs for Photoshop / Elements. They are designed by Setters
and are perfect for adding a unique font to a logo, website, business card, label or any other design project. All the icons (fonts,
backgrounds) are 1000x2000 pixels, making them suitable to 09e8f5149f
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This set contains 15 female faces custom shapes (plus an extra 15 shapes for free) that are all based upon SMP characters from
Smith Micro who are the leading provider of high quality 3D female characters for Poser. This set of custom shapes will cover a
wide range of poses and expressions and many different skin tones. The set includes both resting and posed faces. The ladies are
in differing poses and expressions and have a range of differing skin colors and skin tones. You are able to mix the faces to
create exciting different effects. The sets of custom shapes are ideal for creating backgrounds, frame and overlay effects, alpha
masks, shapes, special effect textures and special effects as well as anything else you can think of that you want to use and
further enhance the effect. As I mentioned in the title the Female Faces Custom Shapes contain 15 different designs of each of
the characters and in terms of the characters they are in the following poses. I have listed their poses from top left to bottom
right: Smiling, Talking Talking, Smiling Leaning, Smiling Leaning, Talking, Blowing Away Smoke Leaning, Talking, Lying
Down Posing, Smiling, Blowing Smoke Away Posing, Talking, Blowing Smoke Away Posing, Sitting Posing, Smiling Talking,
Posing Talking, Sitting, Smiling Talking, Talking, Sitting, Blowing Smoke Leaning, Smiling, Blowing Smoke Away Smiling,
Posing, Blowing Smoke Away Smiling, Talking, Posing, Blowing Smoke Away Female Faces Custom Shapes Features: - The
skin tones are all based upon SMP characters from Smith Micro - Each of the designs are fully layered to make using the face
shapes in Photoshop or Elements an easy to understand process - Each of the designs include a single face / character and a flat
background to allow for easy selection of the face shape - Individual poses and expressions for each of the designs - Individual
face designs for each face gender - Can be used in Photoshop or Photoshop Elements - The set can be saved as a PSD image
which can be opened in Photoshop or Elements - 3x3 Patch size is included as standard in the set. This is the size of the shapes
that are stored and used in Photoshop and Elements To receive instant access to the entire range of the sets of shapes please
click the following link and download the Female Faces Custom Shapes file.

What's New In Female Faces Custom Shapes?

Feel free to open the file in Photoshop or Photoshop Elements: The file contains the designs for the face shapes in Photoshop:
The PNG Preview in the file is a quick preview of the face artworks created as CSH (Photoshop) or PSE (Photoshop Elements)
files for instant viewing and saving in Photoshop or Photoshop Elements. For the regular downloads please click on the files
name and you will be taken to the PDF preview and the zip file archive for the PSD and PSE files: Please right-click on the file
and choose save to open the file in your preferred image editing program (Photoshop or Photoshop Elements): Tips : The ZIP
archive contains a folder within the folder that has the PSD and PSE files for the face shapes. In most cases you will need to
open the PSD and the PSE files but it is possible to open the ZIP archive and open the folder directly and this will allow the file
to be viewed directly in Photoshop or Photoshop Elements without opening the PSD and the PSE files. If you are using
Photoshop CS5 or later you can open the.PSD file directly from the Photoshop folder in the ZIP folder in Illustrator for
example using ‘open and edit’ and you will need to open the file in Photoshop Elements or CS4 as you cannot open the.PSD file
directly in CS5. For the.PSE file simply open the file in Photoshop Elements and save the file in your preferred location such as
your desktop. I would usually recommend the ‘Desktop’ location. If you are using Photoshop CS4, Photoshop CS3 or Photoshop
Elements CS3 I would recommend using the.PSE files. For the regular downloads please click on the files name and you will be
taken to the PDF preview and the zip file archive for the PSD and PSE files: Tips : The ZIP archive contains a folder within the
folder that has the PSD and PSE files for the face shapes. In most cases you will need to open the PSD and the PSE files but it is
possible to open the ZIP archive and open the folder directly and this will allow the file to be viewed directly in Photoshop or
Photoshop Elements without opening the PSD and the PSE files. If you are using Photoshop CS5 or later you can open the.PSD
file directly from the Photoshop folder in the ZIP folder in Illustrator for example using ‘open and
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System Requirements:

• Windows 7/8/10, 64-bit • 4.0 GB free disk space • 1024 x 768 Display • 8.0 GB available space • 2GB system RAM •
DirectX 9.0c graphics card • Internet access If you are a new user, you need to activate your account before you can use the
game. If you already have an account and are planning to upgrade to the Season 2, you will need to first login before the
character screen. If you have
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